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World at War

Biden approval falls to record low amid Russia regime change call
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Joe Biden, the man who ‘won’ an election with a record
number of votes now has a record low approval rating with
just 40% expressing content with his handling of the
presidency.
An NBC poll released Sunday revealed that 55 percent of
respondents disapprove of Biden’s performance, meaning Biden
has seen a 3-percentage-point drop in job approval since January.

“What this poll says is that President Biden and Democrats are
headed for a catastrophic election,” Republican pollster Bill
McInturff of Public Opinions Strategy, who conducted this survey
with Democratic pollster Jeff Horwitt of Hart Research Associates,
told NBC News.

The poll also found that 7 out of 10 Americans expressed low
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confidence in his ability to handle the ongoing conflict between
Russia and Ukraine.

A further 8 in 10 say they are worried mishandling of the crisis will
lead to NUCLEAR WAR.

The findings come in the wake of Biden blurting out that Vladimir
Putin cannot remain in power in Russia during a speech over the
weekend.

Administration officials attempted to walk back the comments, with
Biden himself later being forced to claim that he didn’t mean he was
advocating regime change in Russia.

The Kremlin responded to Biden’s comments with spokesman
Dmitry Peskov stating “We will continue to closely monitor the
statements by the president of the United States”, adding “We
carefully record them and will continue to do so”.

In the past fortnight, Biden has called Putin a ‘war criminal’ and a
‘butcher’.

Biden also refused to rule out a nuclear first strike on Russia, and
even told U.S. troops last week that they will likely be sent to
Ukraine:

Any doubt has been removed: the Biden Admin's goal is not to
mitigate conflict in Ukraine, but further inflame it. Rejecting
ceasefire negotiations, dumping vast amounts weapons,
engineering more NATO expansion, threatening to send troops,
and now even threatening to depose Putin

— Michael Tracey (@mtracey) March 27, 2022
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Reports are circulating that peace negotiators attempting to
diffuse the conflict between Russia and the Ukraine were fed
poison earlier this month as a way of getting them to stop their
efforts to bring about peace.
The Wall Street Journal picked up on a report from Dutch based
Bellingcat which details how Russian oligarch Roman Abramovich,
thought to be a close confidant of Vladimir Putin, as well as at least
two Ukrainian negotiators fell ill with symptoms of poisoning on the
night of March 3, directly after holding peace negotiations.

Bellingcat can confirm that three members of the delegation
attending the peace talks between Ukraine and Russia on the night
of 3 to 4 March 2022 experienced symptoms consistent with
poisoning with chemical weapons. One of victims was Russian
entrepreneur Roman Abramovich. https://t.co/DJaZ4CoL8J

— Bellingcat (@bellingcat) March 28, 2022

Three members of the negotiating team retreated to an apartment
in Kyiv later that night and felt initial symptoms – including eye and
skin inflammation and piercing pain in the eyes – later that night.
The symptoms did not abate until the morning.

— Bellingcat (@bellingcat) March 28, 2022

It is suggested that poison was placed into chocolate and left the
victims temporarily blind and shedding skin, but the dosage was so
low that it wasn’t intended to kill them.

It is not known what substance was used as a poison, but the
intimation is that Russian hardliners intent on continuing the conflict
are to blame.

Speaking about the alleged incident, Bellingcat investigator Christo
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Grozev said of Abramovich “he volunteered to play… this role of
(an) honest broker, but other oligarchs had… declared certain
independence from the Kremlin position and criticise(d) the war.”

“So it could well be seen as a warning sign to them to not join the
ranks of those who dissent, and to not be too much of an honest
broker,” Grozev added.

U.S. intelligence has responded to the revelations, suggesting that
it doubts the story is true and that the symptoms experienced by
Abramovich and the others were likely environmental.

Ukrainian presidential adviser Mikhail Podolyak, who is also
involved in the peace negotiations told Reuters “there is a lot of
speculation, various conspiracy theories,” and Rustem Umerov, a
negotiator apparently affected declared that he is fine and that
people should not trust “unverified information”.

The Kremlin has said that the reports are untrue and part of the
ongoing “information warfare”.

Abramovich himself has not commented on the reports.

The negotiations continue in Turkey, however those involved have
been warned not to eat or drink anything offered to them.

Ukrainian foreign minister Dmytro Kuleba warned “I advise anyone
going for negotiations with Russia not to eat or drink any thing,
(and) preferably avoid touching surfaces.”
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Screenshot

Following Joe Biden’s unscripted blurting out that Vladimir
Putin ‘cannot remain in power’, and another bizarre
appearance Monday where he appeared to rely on cue cards,
Senator Rand Paul warned that it is becoming a “national
security risk”.
Appearing on Fox News, Paul noted “A lot of times when you’re
around somebody who’s in cognitive decline, you find yourself
trying to help them with a sentence, trying to help them complete
it… but we shouldn’t have to do that for the commander-in-chief.”

Biden had to have “I was not articulating a change in policy” written
verbatim on a notecard so he wouldn’t screw it up… and he still
screwed it up pic.twitter.com/OvEwlHQVry

— Jake Schneider (@jacobkschneider) March 28, 2022

Paul continued, “And, it is actually a national security risk because
he’s sending signals that no one in their right mind would want to
send to Russia at this point. We aren’t trying to replace Putin in
Russia. We aren’t trying to have regime change. We’re not sending
troops into Ukraine, and we’re not going to respond in kind with
chemical weapons.”

The Senator urged that Biden “lives in an alternate universe” where
he blurts out whatever he pleases then claims then way it was
perceived isn’t accurate.

“So I guess you’re supposed to look the other way. But even the
left-wing media is noticing these gaffes,” Paul asserted.

“I do think that it is a real problem, and there’s a humorous angle to
this. But it’s really not funny because we’re worried about what he’s
saying, precipitating or escalating the conflict in Ukraine into a
world war. That’s very serious,” Paul further emphasised.

Watch:

As we noted yesterday, An NBC poll released Sunday revealed that
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8 in 10 Americans say they are worried that Biden’s bumbling and
mishandling of the Ukraine situation will lead to a NUCLEAR WAR.

In addition to declaring that Putin cannot remain in power, Biden
called the Russian leader a “butcher,” and last also appeared to tell
U.S. troops they would be deployed to the Ukraine.

When he was questioned by Fox reporter Peter Doocy Monday
about the comments, Biden claimed that none of those things
happened, and that nothing he said was being walked back,
despite clear statements from the White House doing exactly that:

Doocy: "The big things you say on the world stage keep getting
walked back."

Biden: "What's getting walked backed?"

Biden: You told troops they are going to Ukraine, the U.S. would
use a chemical weapon, and called for regime change in Russia.

Biden: "None of the 3 occurred." pic.twitter.com/cwZPzANIoC

— Greg Price (@greg_price11) March 28, 2022

Tucker Carlson labelled Biden’s persistent outbursts as
“dangerous” and “crazed recklessness, noting “a gaffe is when you
mispronounce somebody’s name. Telling troops you’re going to be
sent to Ukraine, pledging the United States is going to use chemical
weapons? These are not gaffes, these are something else.”

Yesterday, Biden said American troops have been fighting in
Ukraine & more are headed to fight there.

Today, Biden said the goal of U.S. policy to Russia is regime
change.

Recall, the media called for the 25th amendment when Trump
sipped water or walked down ramps carefully.

— Max Abrahms (@MaxAbrahms) March 26, 2022

The establishment media is running defense:

CNN's @DonLemon defends Biden: "He did not end that speech
saying that Vladimir Putin should be removed or we’re going ta take
him out of power. He said this man should not remain in power …
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this is a media-manufactured story," "blown out of proportion"
pic.twitter.com/6gSWQvdQuF

— Tom Elliott (@tomselliott) March 28, 2022

Imagine President Trump had inexplicably told U.S. troops they
were deploying to fight Russia.

Really imagine it!

All we'd be hearing is that he's mentally unfit and must be removed
under the 25th Amendment.

Joe Biden did the same thing today.

But the media has his back…

— Clint Ehrlich (@ClintEhrlich) March 26, 2022

Biden is a puppet. No one thinks he is making the decisions. Just
declares war on Russia and keeps talking like nothing happened.
Take the keys away https://t.co/RICcmpQ10J

— Metabiota Poso  (@JackPosobiec) March 25, 2022
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Video Screenshot

Footage posted to Twitter shows what appears to be Ukrainian
soldiers calling up the mothers of dead Russian soldiers killed
in action and mocking them over their loss.
Yes, really.

“Pro-Ukraine accounts on Twitter translated the videos and
celebrated the heinous acts with glee,” writes Chris Menahan.

translation pic.twitter.com/YQkeye5KfA

— Angelo Giuliano (@Angelo4justice3) March 25, 2022

A translation of the exchange reveals that the soldier tells the
mother “this fucking moron is no more,” informing her that all that
was left of him was “his ass and a leg.”
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The Ukrainian appeared to be using the phone that belonged to the
dead Russian to call his mother.

An alleged neo-nazi Azov Battalion member named Ivan Zaliznyak
uploaded the video and five others to his Telegram channel.

The sound of weeping Russian mothers will soon pierce the
Kremlin's walls pic.twitter.com/PTg7rdguxQ

— ꑭ Tanya  ꑭ (@WarLoli333) March 25, 2022

The clips hardly do much to bolster the narrative, relentlessly
amplified by the legacy media, that the Ukrainians are the ‘good
guys’.

Over the weekend, horrific footage emerged of Ukrainian fighters
committing literal war crimes by shooting captured Russian soldiers
in the knees and watching them die in agony.

However, that doesn’t seem to have deterred the ‘Ukrainian flag in
my Twitter bio’ crowd, who seem more hopped up on signaling their
virtue than ever before.

18+ (21+)

Ukrainian soldiers shoot Russian prisoners of war in the legs and
afterwards give them a severe beating. At the beginning of the
video, there are Russian POWs lying on the ground with bullet
wounds in their legs, some of them have got leg bones broken.
#WarCrimes pic.twitter.com/t8Wj33X8rv

— Maria Dubovikova (@politblogme) March 27, 2022
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